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1.HELPING PEOPLE DO
AMAZING THINGS
Delt is a success story that has delivered well over the level of benefit assumed in its
original business case for its founders. In addition to the purely financial outcomes, it is
delivering improved service levels, greater resilience and over £8m of socio-economic gain
(per annum) to the South West. 216 jobs that would otherwise have left the region are now
supported through our activities. This is great, but is not the real story.
More than 100 doctors’ practices, children’s social care, and over 300 other critical services
are delivered by our clients to around 900,000 people across the South West. Although Delt
does the less visible work that doesn’t make it any less important. We help people do
amazing things. That’s the real story.
How do we do it? By working together as a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.
When we talk about collaboration, we really mean it. We take the core views of our
shareholders (who are also our customers), the best of the private and public sectors and put
them all together. We have a set of values that are core to everything we do. We help
integrate health and social care. We work with disparate groups that share a common
purpose. We constantly seek to challenge, to refine, to do things better, faster or cheaper. We
are committed to the value of doing things locally, not because it looks good in a
corporate social responsibility statement but because we have shown it to produce such
powerful results.
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2.EXECUTIVE
S U M M A RY

The shared services journey is not easy and many attempts at sharing back office services in
the public sector end poorly. The Delt Board and Shareholders have been relentless in their
belief that the benefits outweigh the difficulties and have successfully tackled many of the
issues that beleaguer similar enterprises. The state of our company is strong and our new
business pipeline is significant.
Our pipeline continues to grow though the reality is that winning public sector shared service
business (especially multi-million pound, decade long IT contracts) is a long game, with very
long lead times. We are much closer to landing some opportunities than we were a year ago,
with what would be considered preferred bidder status on at least two. We set a growth target
in 2017 of hitting turnover of £20M by year ending 31st March 2019 and that expectation
remains unchanged.
Our Teckal compliant structure and sound governance model give Delt a unique proposition for
those public bodies who seek to deliver the potential cost benefits of new models of delivery
but are understandably wary of Carillion style outsourcing.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
BY ANNUAL REVENUE

Call Centre (£2.1M)
Payroll (£0.6M)
Print (£1.95M)

Other (£3.9M)

BPR (£0.8M)
Facilities
Management
IT (£15M)

(£16M)
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2.EXECUTIVE
S U M M A RY
Our expectation is very much one of growth, but it is prudent for us to demonstrate the
continuing viability of our company should the current customer base remain unchanged. On
this basis, Delt has forecast its future income, surpluses and potential distributions as follows:

• Having accounted for our viability without significant growth, we have also modelled multiple
realistic growth scenarios at a high level.

LEAST OPTIMISTIC GROWTH MODEL

REVENUE

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

16,485

17,824

17,915

18,009

18,105

18,205

18,308

Delt projected future revenue (as at Mar 18).
Current partners + new customers in years 1 and 3.
ICT services only.

MOST OPTIMISTIC GROWTH MODEL

REVENUE

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

36,181

39,458

46,259

47,207

49,215

49,924

50,113

Delt projected future revenue (as at Mar 18).
New customers in years 1 and 3. New PCC size partner in year 2 New
CCG size partner in year 4. Includes additional back office services.
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2.EXECUTIVE
S U M M A RY

We have made significant investments over the last 12 months in both workforce
development and management capacity to prepare the company for growth. This is most
evident in new processes and systems for strategic workforce planning, talent development
and performance management.
As at March 2018, the Local Government Association has identified over £657M in savings
generated by the sharing of back office services across local government. Between 2012 and
2017 the number of shared service arrangements (in local government) have more than
doubled and despite some high-profile failures, when properly implemented these deliver
greater benefits to a company than traditional internal-service-delivery models do. Shared
service organisations focus on the internal customer, rather than on technology, and are
competitive with the outside marketplace. Companies that implement shared services can
gain economies of scale and scope, improve enterprise wide integration, boost capabilities
and innovation, and, achieve benefits from cross-business-unit / regional process
harmonisation. The market for shared services remains strong.
To deliver the growth outcomes linked to the Delt objectives, Delt will continue to grow
both vertically (additional customers) and horizontally (additional sectors). Our
strategy for doing so is as follows:
• Be clear that the Delt focus is the provision of common (and thus shareable) back
..office services.
• Identify supporting services that are not clients’ core business and seek to deliver
..those better, faster and cheaper than the partner can do on their own.
The comparison of proposed Shareholder distributions over the remainder of the contract
period shows an increase of £415k in the 2018/19 Business Plan versus the 2017/18 plan.
To satisfy both internal and external stakeholders of the Delt value add proposition, Delt
actively benchmark performance against SLAs; customer satisfaction surveys and industry
benchmarks. All three measures show Delt to be performing at or above the expected level.
During early 2018 Delt signed a nationally unprecedented agreement with three major trade
unions. The deal struck ensured that all Delt staff had an effective voice, whether members of
a trade union or not. This not only removed a perceived barrier to growth in the public sector
space (where the TUs were understandably cautious of shared services) but allowed us to
further demonstrate that Delt is a truly innovative and people centric organisation.
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5.

4.INTRODUCTION

The shared services journey is not easy and many attempts at sharing back office services
end poorly. The Delt Board and Shareholders have been relentless in their belief that the
benefits outweigh the difficulties and have successfully tackled many of the issues that
beleaguer similar enterprises. The state of our company is strong and our new business
pipeline is significant.
Whilst we have not yet landed another major customer, that does not reflect us losing major
opportunities. On the contrary, our pipeline continues to grow. The reality is that winning
public sector shared service business (especially multi-million pound, decade long IT
contracts) is a long game, with very long lead times and we are much closer to landing some
opportunities than we were a year ago, with what would be considered preferred bidder
status on at least two. We set a growth target in 2017 of hitting turnover of £20M by year
ending 31st March 2019 and that expectation remains unchanged.
The total value of our pipeline at the time of writing is more than double our target turnover.
Having identified the need to diversify from IT in last year’s business plan we have invested
in our company to the point where that is possible and will be delivering additional back office
services from May 2018, commencing with Pensions and Payroll. That is far from the only
likely area of growth and the following chart shows the areas where our business
development activity has been focussed.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
BY ANNUAL REVENUE

Call Centre (£2.1M)
Payroll (£0.6M)
Print (£1.95M)

Other (£3.9M)

BPR (£0.8M)
Facilities

IT (£15M)

Management
(£16M)
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5 . H O W D E LT
WORKS
5.1

D E LT V I S I O N

To deliver services that are better, faster and/or cheaper

BETTER

To create a
platform for
economic
growth

To reduce the
risk to our
customers

5.2

To improve
service delivery,
year on year

FA S T E R

To reduce the
costs of our core
services, year on
year

To actively
promote the
health and
wellbeing of both
our staff &
customers

CHEAPER

To enable the
rapid delivery of
our customers
transformation
agenda

To deliver fewer
barriers to closer
collaborative
working

To drive
innovation
through the
better use of
information

D E LT O B J E C T I V E S

Delt can provide a clear answer to the question ‘Why?’ by referencing its 8 core objectives:
• To create a platform for economic growth
• To deliver fewer barriers to closer collaborative working
• To reduce the risk to our customers
• To improve service delivery, year on year
• To reduce the costs of our core services, year on year
• To actively promote the health and wellbeing of staff and customers
• To enable the rapid delivery of our customers’ transformation agenda
• To drive innovation through the better use of information
These objectives are further explained in below:
5 . 2 . 1 T O C R E AT E A P L AT F O R M F O R E C O N O M I C G R O W T H
The founding partners made a conscious decision to keep the investment in shared
services local. The alternatives considered would result in fewer regional jobs; and have a
direct impact on local families’ health and wellbeing, for both employees and local supplier
companies. For every 100 Delt type jobs sourced out of the region, another 145 are
expected to disappear. (*Reference: ONS Employment Multipliers and Effects by SU114
Industry Group 82, Office and Business Support, 2010.)
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Delt will seek to maintain a technological and high value employment base in the South
West and, where possible, to grow in-house talent by recruiting apprentices from local
universities.
Where possible, Delt will source services and products locally to support the local economy.
Although not a profit motivated organisation, Delt recognises that its greatest contribution to
the local economy will be delivered from sustainable growth in market sectors, services and
regional geography.
5.2.2 TO DELIVER FEWER BARRIERS TO CLOSER
C O L L A B O R AT I V E W O R K I N G

By default, it is difficult for many public-sector organisations to work together and often
simple tasks such as calendar sharing are not possible. More complex tasks such as the
sharing of patient records are sometimes impractical, sometimes impossible. Whilst this is
changing nationally, the rate of change is slow.
To help enable these moves to fully collaborative working, Delt will act as a service
aggregator, securely bridging multiple platforms enabling game changing joint working such
as the ground-breaking Section 75 agreement (joint healthcare commissioning) between
Plymouth City Council and the NEW Devon CCG.

5.2.3 TO REDUCE THE RISK TO OUR CUSTOMERS

The combined effect of austerity measures and higher demand for public services increase
delivery risk and the complexity of the task to achieve service resilience.
Delt as a shared service, provides an opportunity to spread such risks across a wider base;
to make investments that would otherwise be unaffordable; whilst delivering improved
performance and lower costs.
Cyber Security has been identified as a Tier 1 threat in the National Security Strategy,
alongside Terrorism, War and Natural Disasters since 2010. The ability to deliver adequate
defence against this threat is beyond that of most small organisations. Because of its
combined size and scale, Delt is large enough to maintain a dedicated cyber security team
in-house, and partner with external security specialists to significantly enhance the defences
for Delt customers.
5 . 2 . 4 T O I M P R O V E S E R V I C E D E L I V E R Y, Y E A R O N Y E A R

Delt as a service company makes extensive use of benchmarks to measure and continuously
improve performance. Delt understands that service delivery linked to cost management is
essential and it is the combined impact that is of value to our customers.
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When things don’t go right, and Delt has had its challenges, Delt prides itself in working
together to resolve issues and restore services, rather than hiding behind poor benchmarks
or contractual agreements.
5 . 2 . 5 T O I M P R O V E S E R V I C E D E L I V E R Y, Y E A R O N Y E A R

Reducing costs is a worthy goal, but Delt is clear that to achieve this it must:
• Create a culture of continuous improvement, where every process is challenged to
..become better, faster or cheaper.
• Work with partners to identify synergy or cost saving sharing platforms, processes or
..people.
• Develop private sector style management information enabling faster and better
decision making and devolve budgets and budget management to operational teams
..that best understand customer needs.
• Adopt Agility and LEAN as defaults; simplify project management and solution design
..frameworks to enable project managers to focus on targeted outcomes.
• Be innovative; make use of rapid piloting techniques to adopt new technology or
processes.
• Continuously invest in automation tools that produce better quality outcomes using
..less labour intensive processes and freeing up people to take on roles with a greater
..value add.

5 . 2 . 6 T O A C T I V E LY P R O M O T E T H E H E A LT H
A N D W E L L B E I N G O F S TA F F A N D C U S T O M E R S

Delt is committed to doing all that is reasonably practicable to protect the health, safety and
welfare of all employees and any other persons affected by our activities. As an office based
business Delt recognise the importance of providing an ergonomic environment for our
valued employees and for identifying and managing stress factors which may affect them.
Delt’s strategy is to create a safe and healthy environment for staff and in doing so increase
productivity; reduce absenteeism; enhance employee morale; attract and retain high-quality
employees, and create a great place to work.
5 . 2 . 7 TO E N A B L E T H E R A P I D D E L I V E RY O F O U R
C U S T O M E R S ’ T R A N S F O R M AT I O N A G E N D A

Delt will actively work with customers to proactively drive transformational change through
the demonstration of new ways of working; piloting of new solutions, and acceptance that
sometimes more is learnt through failure than by success.
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5 . 2 . 8 T O D R I V E I N N O VAT I O N T H R O U G H T H E
B E T T E R U S E O F I N F O R M AT I O N
Delt recognises that information is one of the most critical assets owned by our partners and
customers. The ability to store, access, search, validate and critically, share information, will
be a critical success factor in partnership working at all levels.
As the central data aggregator Delt has an unparalleled opportunity to help partners
maximise the value of the information.

5.3

D E LT VA L U E S

Underpinning these objectives, Delt has a simple set of values. Delt is not satisfied with doing
the right thing, it must also do it the right way.

OUR CUSTOMERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST ARE AT THE
HEART OF ALL WE DO - BY LIVING OUR VALUES WE STRIVE TO
MAKE EVERY INTERACTION THE VERY BEST IT CAN BE

• We have integrity and transparency
• We develop and empower our people
• We strive to be the best at what we do
• We believe in partnership and collaboration
• We value both innovation and creativity
10.

5.4

D E LT B U S I N E S S M O D E L

5.4.1 SHAREHOLDING CUSTOMERS

Delt is setup to support two types of customers: shareholding partners and commercial
clients. Our business model is different for each type of customer.
Shareholding clients must be fully public sector owned. Both Plymouth City Council and the
NEW Devon CCG are Shareholders. For the Shareholder, Delt operates in a
similar way to an in-house service provider. Teckal regulations permit a shareholder to award
new work to a company it owns or part owns, however, the shareholder must meet the
‘control test.’ Under this test the contracting authority (the shareholder) must exercise similar
control over the contractor (Delt) to that which the authority exercised over its own
department.
New customers who comply with the Teckal rules (public sector contracting authorities) may
be invited to join Delt as partners. A new shareholder will receive a single A Class (decision
making) share and also join another share class, dependent upon both the services and the
value of the services being taken. Each service line will be aligned to a share class and run
as a discrete P&L. Any surplus distributions from a given service are then made to a share
class.
The business model for Shareholders contains 2 elements:
•A Unitary Charge against a baseline of services and service levels agreed on an annual
basis for a fixed price. Unitary charges are amended annually based on changes to the
customer services estate such as user volumes; software and application consumption.
•Additional project related work, agreed in advance with the customer, for a price that is
additional to the unitary charge.
The Delt relationship is managed against SLAs by a small Retained Client capability within
the Shareholder organisation working closely with a dedicated Partner Relationship Manager.

5.4.2 COMMERCIAL CLIENTS

Commercial clients may be public or private sector owned, including Community Interest
Companies and Charities. Commercial work may account for a maximum of 20% of total
revenue. Commercial clients are not required to make an investment in Delt and receive no
surplus distribution.
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The business model for Commercial Clients is:
• A fee for ‘business as usual’ operations is agreed in advance, based upon a set of agreed
..services and service level expectations.
• Project delivery funding is charged either at fixed fee or using time and materials at an
..agreed rate card cost.
The Delt relationship with Commercial clients is managed against SLAs in the same way as
for a Shareholder.

5.5

S U R P L U S G E N E R AT I O N

Savings generated against Shareholder budgets and margin achieved from commercial
clients may generate a year end surplus that is available for distribution to the Shareholders;
reinvestment in services, or transfer to Delt reserves. The distribution of any such surpluses
is a matter reserved for Shareholders.

5.6

GOVERNANCE

TA C T I C A L

S T R AT E G I C

Delt shareholders collectively own and control the company. The key difference between the
Delt and a normal commercial model, or outsourced contract, is that Delt delivers value to
the partners and customers and not to remote shareholders. This reduces the focus on profit.
There are several layers of governance undertaken by a variety of groups as shown below,
with limits for each clearly established in the Shareholder Agreement and Delegations of
Authority.

CONTROL

REVIEW

SHAREHOLDERS

SHAREHOLDERS
AUDIT

SHAREHOLDERS

EXTERNAL
FINANCIAL AUDIT

T H I R D PA R T Y
BENCHMARKING

SHAREHOLDERS

SHAREHOLDERS

R E TA I N E D C L I E N T
& SLAS

IG/SECURITY
AUDIT
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• Shareholders - the shareholders meet on a quarterly basis with extraordinary meetings as
..required. The shareholders of Delt are the Chief Executives of its partners who have
subsequently delegated that role to the CFO (CCG) and Director of Finance (PCC) of their
..organisations. The Shareholders represent the interests of their own organisation without
..conflict.
• Delt Board - the Board meets every four weeks and is made up of the partner nominated
..Executive Directors, Non-Executive Director(s), and Staff Director. The Delt CEO and CFO
..attend by standing invitation. The Board owns all strategic decisions not reserved to
Shareholders and for making recommendations to Shareholders.
• Executive team - the Exec Team is responsible for the day to day operations of Delt within
..its approved business plan and for making recommendations to the Board.
• Shareholder Audit - Shareholder audits of Delt’s operations can be commissioned at any
..time and include operational and financial matters.
• External Financial Audit - Delt is required under the Companies Act of 2006 to carry out an
..annual independent financial audit.
• Retained Client - the retained client and partner relationship managers work together daily
..with formal contract / SLA / performance reviews taking place once a month.
• Third Party Benchmarking - Delt undertake benchmarking of costs and performance every
..year, currently using Gartner Group to benchmark IT services (above benchmark for
performance) and Hudson Global for staff cost benchmarking (below benchmark for
employee cost).
• Security Audit - Security audits, penetration tests, IG compliance are all undertaken on a
routine basis and after any major changes to Delt infrastructure.

6.THE GROWTH
PLAN

6.1

D E LT M A R K E T P L A C E

Ongoing financial pressures have led to continued (and increasing) interest in shared
services across the public sector. Local Government is leading the sector in implementing
shared services and as at March 2018 at least 98 per cent of councils across the country are
currently sharing services with other councils. (Source LGA). Interest from NHS bodies is
increasing with NHS Improvement forcing the issue of shared back office services within
STPs.
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Delt will pursue commercial opportunities as they arise,
however our key target market is the ‘public interest’ sector.
Within this segment organisations may be public, private or
third sector, but will work for the public good.
Almost all public-sector organisations are under increasing
pressure to both reduce costs and maintain services. The risks
of the former and benefits of the latter are what makes the Delt
shared service proposition not just viable, but compelling.
The Delt geographic focus is the South West and whilst the
business model is just as relevant outside the region, growth
on a national scale would significantly increase the complexity
(cost) of Delt operations and is not a current priority.

6.2

NUMBER OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
SHARED
SERVICES:

486
T O TA L
FINANCIAL
S AV I N G S :

£657M

THE GROWTH ROADMAP

The Delt growth roadmap has the same generic risk profile as that found in every industry.
Growth opportunities offering the lowest risks are the provision of new services to existing
customers. The highest risk opportunities involve new services to new customers.

EASY
New Services to
Existing Customers

HARDER
Existing Services to
New Customers

HARDEST
New Services to
New Customers

• New services to existing customers – there is scope to expand the IT services offered
..to existing customers through on-going project work; increasing the range of applications
..available to the customer to fulfil specific requirements, and by working with the
..customers to better leverage the capability inherent in their existing platforms.
• Existing services to new customers – within the past year there have been several of
..these opportunities identified and Delt has actively submitted tenders to provide IT services
..to new customers. We will continue to do so for both IT and new business areas. However,
..as a legacy of our public sector past we are unlikely to fare well in procurements that are
..predominantly cost driven.
• New services to new customers – covered in the Delt Sectors section below.
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6.3

D E LT S E C T O R S

IT
PRINT

I N N O VAT I O N
ASSET
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE

PENSIONS

FINANCE
PROJECT

PAY R O L L

MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS
C O N S U LTA N C Y

FLEET

PLAN

S T R AT E G Y

HR

BPO
LEGAL

FM

AGENCY

The original Delt business case envisaged growth in services beyond IT to the original
partners and contains several references to this:
‘It is envisaged that, in future, other services could be transferred into the company once the
company becomes established.’
‘… includes savings accruing to the new expanded partner base’
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‘The partners have acknowledged the need to embrace shared services’
‘setting out the basis for establishing a new joint venture company to share, in the first
instance ICT’
Delt did not set out to be solely an IT company and the aspiration from the outset was
always to move beyond IT and the original Delt partners. Shared services offer a model
across multiple sectors that include HR, Finance, Facilities Management, Asset
Management, Fleet Management and Recruitment to name a few, where partners can
reduce costs and obtain better quality services.
The Plymouth City Council Payroll and Pensions service will transfer to Delt on the 1st May
2018. This important milestone demonstrates the viability of Delt as a vehicle for sharing a
range of back office services. Following the integration of this service, the PCC Print and
Document Management service will (subject to consultation) transfer to Delt later in 2018.
Additional PCC services are in active planning for transfer. Although we will pursue third party
opportunities for new service lines as they arise, our primary strategy for horizontal growth
in services (at least those that are consumed by our existing shareholder) is to contract with
an existing partner, initially using their staff and existing skills and then applying the existing
Delt model to build that service into a wider offering through the application of commercial
principles. Trying to sell a commercial proposition that is not attractive enough for an existing
shareholder to consume is unlikely to be a compelling proposition.
It is clear, whilst studying existing successful shared services, that for Delt to have real long
term viability, it must continue to expand its shared offering into multiple back office services
and with this in mind we are investing in the active pursuit of sharing opportunities across our
region.

6.4

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

Delt is not the only shared service to be created by Local Government in the South West.
There are several other organisations with similar objectives that have been formed in recent
years and which have delivered varying results. Whilst the size of the market in the South
West is undoubtedly sufficiently large to accommodate more than one shared service
operation, it makes sense to consolidate services funded from the same central source under
a single operation. Delt has delivered substantially better financial returns than any other
comparable shared service organisation in the South West and is well placed to maximise
the advantage that may accrue from regional consolidation.
During early 2018 Delt found itself as a viable (and ultimately preferred) bidder for a small
cyber security acquisition. Although the purchase did not go ahead, as the seller (a FTSE
250 company) decided not to sell, the fact we were in serious contention alongside national
and international bidders does demonstrate that growing our business through acquisition is
a route that should be considered.
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6.5

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND

COMMERCIAL BUSINESS

Previously our business development approach had been to leverage existing relationships
stakeholder executives have with other Public Sector or Public Interest bodies. During
2017 Delt chose to invest in an interim Head of New Business to better manage the lengthy
decision cycle and service take on processes involved in winning public sector work. This
has moved a significant number of opportunities much closer to fruition with one landed and
several others much closer to contract.
Within the 20% Teckal threshold Delt currently has a revenue opportunity of more than £3m
per annum. Opportunities in this arena are currently pursued on an “as and when” basis
with bid teams taken from existing resource to support as necessary. Given the scale of the
commercial opportunities and the resource commitment required to influence the agendas of
Local Government customers, there is a strong argument to invest greater resource in
business development to accelerate the growth agenda. Subject to ongoing satisfactory
performance delivered through the interim New Business role we will seek to make this
capability permanent

RESEARCH
I N N O VAT I O N

GROWTH
S T R AT E G Y

VISION

TEAMWORK
MARKETING

6.6

G R O W T H S T R AT E G Y

Our strategy for growth is as follows:
•No new service must be allowed to negatively impact the levels of service for the existing IT
.business. Growth is important, but cannot come at any cost.
•We should target services where we can add the greatest value. Some outsourced services
..provided by external suppliers to potential customers are already provided to a consistently
..high standard with limited scope for cost reduction other than through reduced volumes. In
..these circumstances, it is questionable whether Delt can add significant value (either
..service improvement or cost reduction) over an initial 2-3 year period, whilst the start-up
..investment costs and risks can be considerable.
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• The socio-economic benefits of Delt will be greatest in the health economy, where there
..is currently huge potential to improve interoperability through standard platforms and data
..sharing.
• Delt, as an arm’s length operator, has considerably greater flexibility to bring about change,
..than exists in either of the shareholder organisations. It is this flexibility that must be
..leveraged.
• Whilst cost of services may be the initial focal point for a potential shared service, none
..of the organisations with which Delt is currently in discussion are considering a commercial
..outsource with elements of offshoring – which will provide the ultimate lowest cost solution.
..This suggests that Delts unique proposition which includes our Teckal status (no complex
..or expensive procurement), economic (jobs, regional economic activity), governance (our
..big customers are shareholders and thus retain control), social and resilience
..considerations should influence decision makers. We will focus our message on this.
• In addition, we will continue to actively respond to commercial tender opportunities as they
..become known and will remain open to mergers or acquisitions as further growth
..opportunities.

6.7

GROWTH PROJECTIONS

This section of our Business Plan includes predictions, estimates or other information
that might be considered forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements
represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially. You are cautioned not
to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our
opinions only as of the date of this plan. Please keep in mind that we are not
obligating ourselves to revise or publicly release the results of any revision to these
forward-looking statements in light of new information or future events.
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The models below examine various scenarios with additional customers (conventional fee
for service, no ownership, no dividend) and additional shareholders of both vertical (more
IT) and horizontal (other back office services) growth. The scenarios are indicative only and
do not reflect our order book. They have been calculated by looking at the relative values
of back office services seen in benchmark organisations, extrapolated to fit the Delt model.
Whilst it is tempting to forecast not just revenue but potential surplus, this becomes
increasing speculative in later years as the mix of customers and services changes.
Furthermore it appears likely that some customers or services will move to Delt for reasons
of socio-economic gain or regional strategic benefit rather than pure surplus generation.
Ultimately the targets for surplus generation vs delivery of other Delt objectives will be
agreed by our shareholders on a contract by contract basis. We have forecast revenue
only for models other than the baseline. The basis for the models was data taken from two
similar shared services companies – Hoople Ltd, which is of a similar size and SBS Ltd
which is closer to our target size. Both of these organisations offer a full range of back office
services and we have used the ratio of the revenue derived from their IT business compared
to that generated from other back office services to indicate the potential income from a Delt
expansion into full back office services. Although there are other models that can be
calculated we have included only two for simplicity. The least optimistic model assumes a
small degree of growth in existing services only (IT and Payroll). The most optimistic model
assumes both new partners and a full range of new services. The reality is likely to be
somewhere between the two, but we are very much in the realms of speculation.
C U R R E N T PA R T N E R S O N LY

BASELINE MODEL - CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 90%

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

24/25

REVENUE

16,485

16,554

16,579

16,594

16,609

16,649

16,829

SURPLUS

800

150

200

200

275

300

300

Delt projected future surplus (as at Mar 18).
Current partners only. ICT+Payroll services only.

LEAST OPTIMISTIC GROWTH OUTCOME

REVENUE

CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 75%

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

17,735

19,074

19,165

19,259

19,355

19,455

Delt projected future revenue (as at Mar 18).
Current partners + new customers in years 1 and 3.
ICT + Payroll services only.

MOST OPTIMISTIC GROWTH OUTCOME

REVENUE

CONFIDENCE LEVEL: 25%

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

23/24

37,431

40,708

47,509

48,457

50,465

51,174

Delt projected future revenue (as at Mar 18).
New customers in years 1 and 3. New PCC size partner
in year 2. New CCG size partner in year 4.
Includes additional back office services.
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7.THE TECHNOLOGY
PLAN

7.1

D E LT I T S T R AT E G Y

Our IT strategy is closely aligned with that of our partner organisations and will need to
evolve as their own strategic directions change. The following set of principles outline our
approach to technology:
• Technology will maintain or seek to enhance the customer experience enabling Delt to
..continue to deliver its brand promise that “every customer interaction at every level is seen
..as positive”.
• Service Excellence is at the heart of everything we do.
• The solutions we deliver should always improve our customer’s lives, by being effective
..enablers, not blockers, so that they can work as effectively and efficiently as possible.
• Look left, right, down and up. Never assume there is no-one else there. Before you begin,
..always look for the possibilities to collaborate, partner and learn.
• Digital by default, Cloud when appropriate. That said, there will be occasions where a
..digital solution is the wrong solution. Although our work centres on digital, our task is to
..make business processes better, faster and cheaper. Sometimes, that might be achieved
..best in a traditional or hybrid way.
• Where it is cost effective to do so, contract for consumption of services rather than paying
..for hardware.
• Delt will remain a Microsoft house for core datacentre, operating systems and office
..applications and will actively seek to adopt the newest versions of these products, but will
..continue to explore open source or alternate vendor alternatives.
• Delt welcomes supportable and secure open source solutions.
• Delt will be early adopters of new technology, piloting new solutions. Failure is an
..opportunity.
• Business requirements drive technology. Technology drives business process. Both are
..acceptable but people must always be considered first (or the technology or process will
..fail).
• Standardise hardware and software. Simplify the user experience. Share as much as
possible, and challenge those who stand in the way of sharing.
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• Provide a corporate experience that closely reflects what users have at home.
• Access to all information, anytime, everywhere. Subject to appropriate security, enable work
..being something you do, not somewhere you go.
• Deliver highly resilient services (only) if it is appropriate to do so.
• Promote re-use over buy over build. Recycle what is no longer needed with either the
..maximum community benefit or lowest environmental impact.
• Focus on proactive IT services over traditional reactive services.
• Cyber Security must also be proactive, not reactive. It should not be used as a barrier to
..collaboration.
• Recognise that though Delt can make it difficult, it is only a question of time before Delt is
..hacked, and must plan for this.

7.2

D E LT T E C H N O L O G Y A N D I T S E R V I C E S R O A D M A P

The Delt Technology and IT Services Roadmap ensures that the Technology and IT
Operations are closely aligned to our strategic business goals.
One of the importances of the roadmap is to ensure that customers can see clearly how their
needs are met by Delt and to identify propositions that could be commercialised with Delt
as a centre of excellence / expert knowledge and taken to market to a wider customer base.
Further work is required to develop propositions with Delt as a centre of excellence and to
link this to relevant market opportunities. However, it is expected that common to most
customers will be a requirement to rationalise systems and make increasing use of a
common infrastructure for the delivery of services.
The IT services roadmap provides an emphasis on IT service excellence and builds on the
success to date ensuring that Delt’s IT organisation can effectively respond to the evolving
technology landscape and business challenges faced by our customers. The plan
establishes the foundations needed to evolve and improve service delivery which closely
aligns to Delt’s objectives.
Our roadmap can be found in the Appendix to this document.
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7.3

C A P I TA L P L A N N I N G F O R

TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS
The technology world changes very quickly and something that is a standard today could be
obsolete in less than 12 months. This makes future planning of major capital spend difficult
so Delt has adopted the following approach:
• Model retention of the capability we have available today.
• Allow for known growth or contraction.
• Sweat assets until they are no longer supportable or performant.
A capital plan has been created on this basis with investment evenly phased over the
remainder of the contract period to balance both the technology requirements and the
demands on financial resources for funding purposes. Whilst the projections run for the
remainder of the contract period it is recognised that platforms and systems of the future will
be very different from those of today. The capital plan allows for investment in relevant and
appropriate technology on an ongoing basis.

7.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR IT SERVICE

Using the industry standard Gartner ‘IT Score’ Delt currently measures as 3.1 (2017: 3.0,
2016: 2.8) against a Service Industry benchmark of 2.7, putting Delt into the category of
‘Contributing’. It is our intention to seek further improvement to this score, demonstrating
greater value from IT to our partners over the next year. Ultimately our goal is to become a
Level 4 provider, but to achieve this requires change not just within ourselves, but in the way
we are commissioned and managed by our clients.
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LEVEL 1:
FUNCTIO NAL

LE V E L 2 :
E N A B LI N G

LEVEL 3:
C ON T R I B U T I N G

LEVEL 4:
D I F F E R E N T I AT I N G

CIO is a
fully-vested
business
leader

People
programs
shift from
Process
skills to
management
results
disciplines
orientation
are adopted

Integrated tools
support IT process
& cost optimization

Portfolio
Management
is applied to
all major
resource
classes &
investment
decisions

IT
Technology
Strategy is Performance
Measures
Explicity
are tied to
Aligned to
Buisness key business
IT is run
indicators
Goals
like a
business

Service & Solution
outcomes are
measured against
formal performance
obligations

Sourcing is
IT Service
approached
& Solution strategically &
Capabilities
based on
are
explicit
rock-solid
business
maxims

Strategic
human capital
management
processes
maintain
appropriate
short,mid &
long term
talent
pipelines
IT organization
proactively
identifies &
pursues
opportunites to
leverage
technology for
strategic
advantage

L E V EL 5 :
T R A N S F ORM AT I O N A L

CIO has formal
accountability for at
least some business
outcomes

IT Leaders
drive
IT leaders
innovation,
fuel agility
pursuing
through
IT enabled
extensive
opportunity
external
where
relationships,
external
partnerships competitors
& personal
find
networks
constraint

Gartner Group ‘IT Score’ model
X Delt 2016
X Delt 2017
X Delt 2018

Gartner advises the following actions to improve our current IT Score:
• Further develop strong stakeholder relationships to best enable the full exploitation of
..information technology. This is perhaps better put as ‘helping the client understand what
..they need, not just want.’
• Develop governance mechanisms and decision criteria for appropriately balancing IT
..investments and services against run, grow and transform allocation parameters.
• Explicitly align technology roadmaps, investments and design decisions to our strategic
..goals.
• Develop a service based costing model.
• Develop business based financial management reporting.
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• Create a procurement skillset across the company focused on delivering value to the
purchasing of goods and services whilst being aligned with our technology roadmap.
• Hone program and project management disciplines to continuously improve latency and
..accelerate delivery times for change projects.
• Apply robust organisational change management capabilities.
• Begin to apply mid and long range strategic planning to the IT workforce capability and skill
..portfolio.
Gartner no longer provide benchmark data for an organisations overall IT Score, but instead
benchmark against the individual components that make up the total score.

D E LT IT SCORE 2 0 1 8
SOURCING & VENDO R RELATI O NSHI PS

SECUR I TY & RI SK M ANAG EM ENT

ENT ERPRI SE ARCHI TECTURE/
TECHNO LO G Y I NNO VATI O N

INFRAS TRUCTURE & O PERATI O NS

0

0.5

BENCHMARK

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

DELT

This indicates that the only area we lag behind our benchmarks is in enterprise architecture
and innovation and the following specific steps will be taken to address this gap:
• Reassess our approach to EA and define a narrow and achievable set of target business
..outcomes that will deliver real business value in the short term.
• Create a plan for developing the deliverables, implement the appropriate governance and
..communication plans to ensure adequate support for the practice in the early stages.
• Making the desire to innovate a constant theme of communication during the year.
• Removing any perceived barriers to allowing failure. Innovation means you need to allow
..people to fail!
• Finding ways to more formally recognise and reward innovation.
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8.THE PEOPLE
PLAN

8.1

RESOURCE PLANNING

The resource plan for 2018/19 shows an increase in heads (FTE) to an average throughout
the year of 163 (2017/18: 141). This includes 2 contractors and 18 FTE positions within the
Payroll and Pension service that transfers from Plymouth City Council on May 1st. There
is an overall increase in resource added to each of the Business Support, Infrastructure &
Operations and Solution Delivery teams to boost both collective capability and capacity. The
increase also includes 3 Degree Level apprentices, a development from the 2017/18 plan
designed to grow and develop a pipeline of technical skills. The table below shows average
headcount in each team expected in 2018/19.
HEADCOUNT
WORKFORCE PLAN

PERM

CONTR

TOTAL

3

3

BUSINESS SUPPORT

35

35

INFRASTRUCTURE & OPERATIONS

86

86

APPLICATIONS

15

15

MANAGEMENT

SOLUTIONS DELIVERY
TOTAL FTE

22

2

24

161

2

163

Limited use of contractors is planned, with this type of resource expected to fill specific
capability or skills gaps normally driven by the specific requirements and complexities of
customer projects.
The workforce plan has been compiled using the following assumptions:
• The customer base remains unchanged although the services increase through Payroll and
..Pensions. The addition of new clients or shareholders will result in a need to increase staff
..in operational areas. Exact requirements will be compiled as part of the development of a
..service proposition for each new customer.
• Delt continues to meet its SLAs and these remain unchanged. Significant changes to the
..level of performance required under individual SLA may have an impact on the resource
..requirement.
• The volume of project work and activity is aligned to the annual revenue targets established
..in the 18/19 budget. Sufficient resource has been included in the budget to allow for the
..delivery of project revenue from internal resource. Whilst it can reasonably be expected that
..some skills, not specifically budgeted, may be required to achieve this, the cost of the
..recruitment of those skills should be funded from within the budget or from incremental
..revenue that is more than the established revenue targets. Any material change in project
..activity will drive a requirement for additional resource, however this should be self-funding
..as a minimum.
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8.2

OUR PEOPLE PROMISE

In supporting our planned growth in services, we are acutely aware of the need to develop
our people to support the growth agenda. The ability to generate a supply of current and
future skills are vital to the success of growing both our IT services offering and developing
new shared services in partnership with our existing shareholders and new customers.
Getting our people plan right is critical and we use a strategic workforce planning (SWFP)
process to provide us with a framework for informed workforce decisions in line with Delt’s
values, strategic plan and budgetary resources. This will be an ongoing priority as it will
provide the foundation required to integrate a range of workforce management strategies
including induction, performance management, succession planning and leadership and
employee development; these things wouldn’t produce the outcomes and benefits we require
for our growth strategy if delivered in isolation.
To ensure the SWFP is implemented and embedded successfully there are two critical
elements that will underpin the process: integration into the current business planning
process and ownership sitting with business leaders.
In early 2018 Delt signed a nationally unprecedented agreement with three major trade
unions. This deal ensured that all Delt staff had an effective voice, whether members of a
trade union or not. This both removed a perceived barrier to growth in the public sector space
(where the TUs were understandably cautious of shared services) and allowed us to further
demonstrate that Delt is a truly innovative and people centric organisation.
Since its formation, Delt has had a non-executive Board member appointed from within the
workforce. Any member of staff, bar those who report directly to the CEO, is eligible to put
themselves forward for the role, which is currently determined by an all staff vote. Having not
just a staff voice but a staff vote, directly in the Boardroom is another way Delt seeks to
differentiate itself and build the best possible place to work.

8.3

O U R C O M M I T M E N T T O C R E AT I N G

A H E A LT H Y A N D H A P P Y W O R K P L A C E

At Delt we recognise employee engagement and retention are impacted by all aspects of an
employees’ experience and this is why we have an integrated approach to creating a healthy
and happy workplace. Organisations that invest in their people gain improvements in
employee motivation, performance and retention; customer satisfaction, profitability and
business resilience. Our investment in people not only creates a tremendous impact on the
overall engagement and wellbeing of our staff, but also supports our ability to continue to
make a significant impact to the rest of our organisation, our shareholders and our
community. Our integrated approach ensures that all of our workforce initiatives are
developed and driven to build a healthy culture versus creating stand-alone programmes or
initiatives.
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S T R AT E G I C D I R E C T I O N
WORKFORCE PLANNING

Succession
Planning
Health &
Wellness

Competency
Model

Org Design

Recruitment

Rewards &
Recognition

Development
Performance
Management

8.4

B U I L D I N G O U R TA L E N T P I P E L I N E

Central to the Delt values is a commitment to develop our people. This is not entirely
philanthropic as people who can develop are happier and more productive employees. Delt
recognise that developing our people is much more than providing loosely targeted training
and that it is essential to plan for the future by deliberate and measured succession planning.
We have a strong Performance Management Framework and Talent Review process to
support our ability to facilitate a culture where employees and leaders are engaged in
ongoing conversations about personal development, growth and impact within Delt. By
identifying critical skills gaps for future needs and translating it to relevant and timely
development plans, we are able to achieve our workforce readiness goals:
• Fill vacancies for key roles by building an internal talent pool of candidates with critical
..business skills.
• Fill sudden vacancies for key roles immediately.
• Maintain a flexible workforce – and move talent internally to maximise return on talent.
• Increased performance productivity and effectiveness.
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To achieve our goals we are focused on the following priorities:
1. A commitment to enhancing the competences and capabilities of staff through a culture
of continuous training and improvement; focused on team and organisational development
as well as individual technical skills.
2. Engagement with secondary and higher education to develop a pipeline of talent in all
core skills, but with an initial focus on digital skills.
3. Apprenticeship degree for Digital Skills working closely with Plymouth University and City
College. This affords any school leaver from both GCSE and A Level to join the scheme
and be employed by Delt whilst achieving a degree qualification.
Delt will continue to build opportunities for talent management and career development that
will form an important part of future activities, linking strongly to activities which engage our
employees and encourage their personal development.

8.5

P E R F O R M A N C E R E WA R D

Subject to satisfactory financial performance of the company, we intend to introduce an
element of performance reward for staff to recognise the delivery of specific objectives. At
least initially, this will be a small sum financially (a total reward pool, of 1% of our salary
budget). The expectation is not so much that the introduction of the scheme will suddenly
drive greater performance (evidence on this is mixed), but that it will deliver more proven side
benefits such as greater motivation and engagement, better clarity of job purpose, improved
feelings of fairness and more engaged conversations between managers and employees.

8.6

H E A LT H , S A F E T Y A N D W E L L B E I N G

A significant area we are committing to addressing
this year is the overall physical, mental and emotional
health and wellbeing of our staff which is a critical
component to our overall commitment to a happy and
healthy workplace.
In 2018/19 we will also be signing up to the Workplace
Wellbeing Charter, a national workplace health, safety
and wellbeing award which will enable us to be benchmarked against best practice
standards in the UK. This will lead us to create new initiatives that will ensure we are
increasing productivity, reducing absenteeism, enhancing employee morale, attracting and
retaining high-quality employees and creating a great place to work.
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8.7

PEOPLE AND COMMUNITY

Delt supports two local charities (whose own visions are aligned with our objectives)
offering occasional no charge use of our manpower. Groups from Delt carry out work
on a paid leave basis, both supporting the charity’s goals and acting as team-building
opportunities. Although participation is not compulsory, all staff members are encouraged
to take part allowing Delt to be recognised as a positive force in the community.
For staff who carry out voluntary work for registered charities, Delt matches up to two
days taken from the staff member’s annual leave entitlement with the same amount of
paid “Charity leave”. Delt firmly believe in the benefits of volunteering and that it can be
a fulfilling experience for all concerned. The charity benefits from attracting volunteers
with the skills, experience and enthusiasm needed and Delt people gain new skills and
experiences, often applicable to their role at work.

9.THE FINANCIAL
PLAN

9.1

FINANCIAL GOVERNANCE

Financial Governance is embedded within the Delt set-up through the Shareholder
Agreement and Delegations of Authority that establish defined limits for each of the Board,
Executive, Senior Leadership and other members of staff.
The Company’s turnover and scale of operations means that the work that would normally
be handled by an Audit Committee remains with the Board. External Auditors are appointed
by and report directly to the Board, culminating in the required annual statutory returns being
lodged with Companies House and HMRC.
The review of governance arrangements will see Delt introduce an internal audit function for
2018/19. Due to the complexity of our services and growth plan, the Board needs to have
independent assurance on key systems and processes.
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9.2

F I N A N C I A L S T R AT E G Y

Delt is a growth company with a financial strategy to match. The key elements of the strategy
are:
• To grow revenue year on year;
• To continuously drive down cost of sales and operating costs and develop long term value
..in our supply chain;
• To deliver an annual surplus reflecting partner savings from the use of Delt as an alternative
..delivery vehicle for IT services;
• To deliver to a taut financial model that enables the company to accumulate sufficient
..reserves and to deliver to the agreed Business Plan and related objectives;
• To invest in staff and facilities where appropriate to enable the company to deliver against
..the Business Plan and related objectives;
• To leverage Delt’s financial stability to build confidence with potential customers in the
..company’s long-term delivery capability; and
• To return surplus funds to shareholders.

9.3

2018/19 BUDGET HEADLINES

Delt produces an annual budget which is recommended by the Board and approved by the
Shareholders. The key 2018/19 budget assumptions are:
• An increase in turnover to £16.49M (2017/18: £15.32M) which includes the transfer of the
..PCC payroll and pensions service on May 1st 2018.
• No increase in the project income for next year (£1.40M), but a stretch target to increase
..gross margin;
• A slight reduction in gross margin to £3.72M (2017/18: £3.78M) from the additional costs
..of servicing unitary charge activities. This change is driven by the effect of the budgeted pay
..rise and the continual upward trajectory on some supplier contracts;
• The recognition of partner capital funding as other income;
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• That total overheads increase to £3.14M (2017/18: £2.86M) resulting from an increase of
..depreciation charges of £260k. This is directly linked to the significant capital investment of
..£1.3M in 2017/18 for the data centre refresh;
• Continued capitalisation of a greater portion of labour costs related to the development of
..shared infrastructure used to manage Delt operations and deliver customer services;
• A total capital expenditure program amounting to £0.56m.
• A planned distribution to shareholders of £800k (2017/18: £800k) from the budgeted
..surplus and retained reserves.

9.4

CONTRACT PERIOD

The table below shows the actual results achieved in prior years and the current projections
for the remainder of the contract period. The table is formulated based on existing contracts
including Plymouth City Council’s payroll and pensions service which transfers on May 1st
2018. The impact of new customer wins will be overlaid once the full impact of the
commercial terms agreed with any such customers and the timing of the changes are known
with greater certainty.
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9.5

C A P I TA L E X P E N D I T U R E P L A N

The capital expenditure financial summary is included in 10.4 below.
The capital expenditure program on shared Delt infrastructure has reduced by £4.6m over
the contract period from £8.6m to £4.2m. The key changes to the programme over the
contract period are:
• Decrease in the assumption around the capitalisation of internal operating costs
..(predominantly labour) within the capital programme- £3.69m.
• Based on the investment in the data centre refresh project, there is, at this juncture, an
..overall reduction in hardware and software investment for the balance of the contract.
• In the medium term these projections will change as Delt adapts to developments in
..technology.

9.6

PENSIONS

The company’s employees belong to one of three pension schemes: the NHS Pension
Scheme for ex-NHS (TUPE’d) employees; and the Local Government Pension Scheme
(LGPS) for ex-council (TUPE’d) employees. Both are defined-benefit schemes. New Delt
employees have the option to join a defined contribution scheme in which Delt matches the
employee’s contribution to a maximum of 10%.
The deficits in both defined benefit pension schemes are managed outside of Delt (For the
NHS scheme by Central Government and for the LGPS, by Plymouth City Council). New
arrangements in respect of the LGPS scheme have been agreed with PCC and became
effective from 1 April 2016. Under the new arrangement any deficit arising because of a
shortfall in respect of former PCC employees now employed by Delt, is consolidated with the
total deficit managed by PCC. Delt has increased the rate of employer pension contributions,
based on actuarial guidance, to a level that is supportive of the full cost over the remaining
life of the contract being covered by Delt.
The contribution rate for the LGPS pension scheme in 2018/19 remains at the same level as
2017/18. This will not be adjusted for the transfer of the PCC payroll and pensions service in
May 2018 but will be kept under review as and when additional services are transferred.

9.7

TA X AT I O N

Delt enjoys ‘mutual trading’ tax status within its Teckal structure which means that corporation
taxation is paid only on profits generated from commercial work. Any surplus generated from
the provision of services to shareholders is exempt for corporation tax purposes.
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1 0 . D E TA I L E D F I N A N C I A L
PROJECTIONS
10.1 CONTRACT PROFIT AND LOSS

10.2 RESERVES

1 0 . 3 C A P I TA L E X P E N D I T U R E A N D D E P R E C I AT I O N
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1 0 . 4 C A P I TA L E X P E N D I T U R E - S H A R E D
INFRASTRUCTURE
The caveat to these projections is that we will always review investment plans based on
changes in the technology landscape. The annual partner contributions outlined below are
aligned with prior year estimates and represent the required investment in our shared
infrastructure.
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APPENDIX:COMMITMENTS
OUR ROADMAP

D E L IV E R A B L E S

2018

2019

2020

2021

20 22

AS PART OF NE W WAYS O F W O RKI NG , HEL P
RATIONALISE APPLI CATI O N ESTATE.
AUDIT AND REV I EW ALL RELEVANT
LICENCE COMP LI ANCE
BENCHMARKING APPLI CATI O NS SERVI CE
(EFFECTIVENE SS & EFFI CI ENCY)
COMMERCIALIS E AND DELI VER DELT W EB H O S T I N G
OFFERINGS
CROSS TRAIN AND EM BED SHAREPO I NT
SKILLS
DELIVERY OF A PPLI CATI O NS M O DELLI NG A N D
ROAD MAP
DRIVE EFFICIENCI ES THRO UG H
CONSOLIDATION AND STANDARDI SATI O N
EMBED AGILE M ETHO DO LO G Y AND AG I LE
WORKING
ENHANCE INTE G RATED SERVI CES AND
DEVELOP PLAN TO CO M M ERCI ALI SE THI S O F F E R I N G
GDPR COMPLIA NCE FO R LI NE O F BUSI NES S
APPLICATIONS
HELP TO DELIV ER NEW DATA CENTRE STR AT E G Y
AND IMPLEMEN TATI O N
MAINTAIN ALL CRI TI CAL APPLI CATI O NS AT C U R R E N T
RELEASE
OPTIMISE CUR RENT APPS ENVI RO NM ENT W H E R E
APPRORIATE TO FI T CLO UD- BASED CO M PU T I N G
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D EL IV E R A B L E S

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

P ROPOSE REVIS ED TEAM STRUCTURE TO R E F L E C T
C HANGES IN HE AD O F SERVI CE, G RO W TH A N D
IMPROVED BUS I NESS ALI G NM ENT
P ROVIDE EXPER T AND RELI ABLE SUPPO RT A N D
A DVICE TO ENABLE PCC/ TC JO I NT CHI LDRE N ’ S
S ERVICES PART NERSHI P TO SUCCEED
R EVIEW RISK OF SAAS PRO DUCTS TO ENSU R E
S UPPLIERS ARE SUSTAI NABLE AND VI ABLE
T EST AUTOMATI O N TO O L - FULLY EM BED A N D
P ROVIDE ROI
OBTAIN A WORK PLACE W ELLNESS
C ERTIFICATION
IMPLEMENTATIO N O F ENG AG EM ENT
S URVEY
A LL STAFF HAVE PERFO RM ANCE DEVELO PM E N T
P LANS
D ELIVER HR METRI CS TO SLT BI - M O NTHLY T H AT
OUTLINE STAFF LEVELS, W ELLNESS AND C R I T I C A L
E M PLOYMENT S TATI STI CS
C LEAR FOCUS AND ACCO UNTABI LTY FRO M A N
ONGOING CRITICAL REVI EW O F PRO JECT F I N A N C E S
E M BED SPECIAL I ST CO NSULTANCY AND EN T E R P R I S E
S OLUTIONS PRACTI CES W I THI N PRO FESSI O N A L
S ERVICES
A CHIEVE P3 M3 L EVELS 2 AND 3

D ELT APPLICATI O N PO RTFO LI O STRATEG Y

R OADMAP FOR DATA, ANALYTI CS AND
INSIGHTS
S TRATEGY FOR G P- I T
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D E L IV E R A B L E S

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

D ELT ARCHITECTURE
E M BED INNOVAT I O N FRAM EW O RK
A CHIEVE GARTNER I T SCO RE O F 3. 0 FO R I & O A N D
S TRETCH OF 3 .1 FO R 18/ 19
E NHANCE CUSTO M ER EXPERI ENCE
INTEGRATE GPIT
D ELIVER FLEET STRATEG Y
A GILE RESOURC I NG
D ELIVER PEOPLE STRATEG Y
D ATACENTER STRATEG Y
C LOUD STRATEG Y
T ELEPHONY STR ATEG Y
D ELIVER ITSM S TRATEG I C 18/ 19 PLAN
D EVELOP ISO STRATEG Y AND PLAN
E M BED PROACT I VE SERVI CES
S HIFT LEFT AND CO NTI NUO US SERVI CE
IMPROVEMENT
E NHANCE SERVI CE TRANSI TI O N PRO CESS
D IGITIAL SERVICE REPO RTI NG
IDENTIFY AND C O NSO LI DATE O N A SI NG LE M D M
P LATFORM
IMPLEMENT AUTO M ATED 3RD PARTY PATCH I N G
TOOLSET
S ECURITY COMPLI ANCE REAL TI M E DASHB O A R D
D ELL TECH DIRECT Q UALI FI CATI O NS FO R IN C I D E N T
T EAM
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D E L IV E R A B L E S

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

E NHANCE SOFTWARE LI CENSE M ANAG EM ENT
C APABILITY
D E VELOP TRAINING STRATEG Y AND W I DER
OF FERING FOR DELT
E NHANCE CAPAC I TY M ANAG EM ENT W I THI N
IN FRASTRUCTURE
D E LIVER DRILL T HRO UG H REPO RTI NG FRO M C I V I C A
D ATABASE USING PO W ER BI
S E TUP AN INTERN AL PRO CUREM ENT FUNCTI O N

IN TRODUCE CAPI TAL REVI EW M EETI NG TO M O N I TO R
IN YEAR CAPITAL SPEND AND RI SKS/ O PPO RT U N I T I E S

38.

APPENDIX:
I N N O VAT I O N O P P O R T U N I T I E S
DE L IV E R A B L E S

2018

2019

2020

2021

2 022

DEVELOP AND EM BED AN APPRO ACH TO
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLI ER M ANAG EM E N T T H AT
DRIVES VALUE TO DELT’ S SERVI CES
RESEARCH AN D PREPARE BUSI NESS CASE F O R N E W
HCM/FINANCE SYSTEM
SMART EVENT M ANAG EM ENT
AUTOMATION/A RTI FI CI AL I NTELLI G ENCE
SESSION BASED CO M PUTI NG STRATEG Y ( V D I )
PILOT NEXTHINK ACT & ENG AG E
AVAYA TELEPH O NY UPG RADE TO ENABLE I V R A N D
VIRTUAL AGEN T CAPABI LI TY
IMPLEMENT SERVI CE DESK CHATBO T
ENHANCE THE ABI LI TY TO UNDERTAKE M OR E
REGULARY RE STO RATI O N O F DATA FRO M B A C K U P
TO ENSURE BA CKUP I NTEG RI TY I S M AI NTA I N E D .
AMAZON EXPE RI ENCE FO R SERVI CE REQ U E S T
FUFILLMENT.
EMBED A CENT RE O F EXCELLENCE FO R B U S I N E S S
CHANGE MANAG EM ENT
MICROSOFT CERTI FI ED PARTNERSHI P
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